
 

  
Hi, I'm Dawn from Oh Sweet Mercy! I'm a homeschooling mom who strives to be 
authentic in my faith, live simply and frugally in a world of extravagance, and feed 
my family real food within a culture that worships microwaves and drive-throughs. 

We're also gluten-free, love Harleys and dream of seriously downsizing to an RV and hitting the road both 
for a roadschooling adventure as well as learning to live intentionally without more stuff . “ ”

The heart of this blog is  being real about the things that matter the most in a mom's life. Like moms 
everywhere, I strive to do the best I can at caring for my family. Sometimes I miss the mark and I'm not 
ashamed to admit it. I want to encourage other moms to do the best they can with what they have and 
not castigate themselves if they blow it now and then. And I hope that others can learn from my failures 
as well as my successes. 

On Oh Sweet Mercy, my readers can find recipes for frugal and healthy alternatives to chemically-laden 
processed foods, book and product reviews, giveaways and a glimpse into the life of an ordinary mom 
keepin' it real and walking in her faith journey. It's also a safe place for moms to be real themselves. 

Some points of interest...

*I'm a contributor on Nourished Living Network
*I review for BookSneeze and share reviews on Amazon
*I have a steadily growing reader base and following on Facebook, Pinterest, Twitter and Instagram
*I really want to help promote products and services that I know my readers will love, such as yours

Some Reader Comments...

I  am  three  weeks  into  my  first  year  homeschooling.  I  love  everything  about  it  but  have  struggled  for  MONTHS  trying  to  figure  out  a  
planner/schedule that will work for me. I love everything about this and the way it is SO customizable. I am bookmarking this page so I can  

visit all the links and make a planner that works for me before I get too far into the year. Thanks so much!  ~Stacy

Thanks so much for all the ideas! I’ve been looking for something like this so I’m very excited to use some of your ideas to plan mine. Great  
blog! I have pinned you on Pinterest ~Crysta

I love this, Dawn. Such a valuable lesson. Wow! And not what you were expecting. Thank you for sharing this. ~Rhonda

You have inspired me to try scrambled eggs in my cast iron. I’ve never tried that before, as I have my Pampered Chef 14″ skillet that I make  
just about everything in. Your steps and instructions were well explained! Great pictures, too! ~LivingSoAbundantly

Love this blog! Thanks for visiting Graceful Abandon and I’m sure we’ll see each other again soon. I’ve already spotted a few recipes I want  
to try here; thanks for taking the time to blog them! ~Lisa

If you have a product or service that would fit this blog and its readers,  I'd love to partner 
with you to promote it! Some ways that I can help get the word out about your product are 
product  reviews,  giveaways,  custom ideas  such as Twitter  parties,  and banner  advertising. 
Contact me at ohsweetmercyblog@gmail.com for a custom advertising quote.

If you don't make it happen, someone else will!
Let me help you make it happen!

http://ohsweetmercy.com/
mailto:ohsweetmercyblog@gmail.com

